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WASN’T KELSO COCHRANE A MAN?
to a victim of stupid and unreason
ing violence. The spirit there was
one of mourning and shame.
But the next day at Trafalgar
Square it was rather a different story.
A demonstration had marched from
Hyde Park, organised by the AfroAsian Congress to ‘make this Sun
day a day of remembrance for a dear
brother who was murdered because
of the colour of his skin.’

JAST Saturday Kelso Cochrane was
j buried. He was the young West
M ian who was stabbed to death in
[Street in Notting Hill on Whit
nday by a gang of about six white
Lths.
| jS

slight between one gang and another
is enough to start trouble—it is very
dangerous to laugh at a Teddy Boy s
hair style, for instance—and once
the trouble starts, defeat must be
prevented at all costs.

irhe direct motive for the murder

The case' of Kelso Cochrane has
been given added significance,
though, because of his colour and
because it came after a period of time
when the Press had been warning us
to expect new outbreaks of racialism
The members of this Congress are
in Notting Hill. Almost as though determined (in spile of lack of evid
they wanted more riots, the London ence) to make Cochrane’s a racial
papers have been spotlighting this murder. As though they feel they
seedy area and prophesying that need one, they are determined to
more riots were on the way. In this make him a martyr. Most unfortu
(a fine circulation boost) they have nate of all, they launched an
been disappointed. But they have emotional appeal to raise funds to
had a murder,- so that’s something to ■send his body back to Antigua,
be going on with,
where he came from, back to ‘his
own people’, and throughout the
For the coloured peoples’ organi speeches were references to the fact
sations, Cochrane’s' murder has that he was of African descent. The
provided
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bly, they are alarmed; under- to say ‘He was not English, he did
standably they are building Cochrani not belong here, so his body should
into a martyr in an attempt to stir go back where it belongs.’
the consciences of the whites.
This seems to us to be a colossal
But, alas, the taint of racialism error, a sad and stupid mistake. To
and nationalism which is the slimy say such things is playing straight
veneer of white prejudice has touch into the hands of the fascists who say
ed them too. Behind the appeals' exactly the same thing themselves—
for unity one hears the assertion of though they would probably add:
nationhood, not manhood, of nation ‘Why wait till they’re dead—send
al sovereignty, of African national ’em back now!’ To think in such
ism, not personal sovereignty or terms is to think in terms of division,
not of unity, of withdrawal, even in
internationalism.
death, not of coming together in life.
D o they Seek a M artyr?
If the Afro-Asian Congress want
Kelso Cochrane’s funeral was an to put up a monument to Cochrane
impressive and dignified affair. A (as they announce they will do in
large crowd followed the carriages Antigua) surely the place to do it
to Kensal Green Monetary and many is in London, where he was killed.
hundreds of whites and coloureds If they want to rub London’s nose in
lined the royte, paying their respects its shame, an annual pilgrimage to a

[not clear. Cochrane’s wallet was
ssing and he was thought to have
*n stopped with a demand for
uey and on refusal a rough-house
||e d which ended in the wicked
fch of the flick-knife. But it is
T\ to jump to racial conclusions,
V to argue that Cochrane was
ffipi upon, by the white boys beJse he was coloured or that they ’
juld not have gone so far had he
in white.
robably a mixture of motives and
jice circumstances are nearer the
ith. The pathetic youths who
^ knives must all have their
H ‘Walter Mitty’ fantasies in
Jch they deal a hated enemy a
rtal blow; in their frustrated,
■In and restricted lives violence
iresehts almost the only •out-let
Jich is acceptable in their social (or
Js break out—and any excuse will
r-the opportunity comes to use
secret weapon, to prove themves to be tough, ruthless .characg like those,in nine movies (bit of
A
*
[Perhaps Cochrane was the first
'o n to come along after th ^ a n g
bided to raise the taxi-fare hcJme
| a hold up. Or perhaps the young
Yassin had bought his nice new
fcny knife only that very evening
ltd was itching to use it. Anyone
jWould do, and a lonely coloured man
in a darkened street at two in the
(morning was a perfect opportunity.

monument in London will be an
everlasting reminder.
But if they shift the body to the
West Indies, only the West Indians
will remember. It is the English
who should not be allowed to forget.
But what is it we should remem
ber? That Kelso Cochrane was a

West Indian ‘of African descent’?
N o: we should remember that Kelso
was a man and a victim of other
victims. The ‘poor white trash’ who
murdered Cochrane are equally the
victims of ignorance and poverty—
and nationalism.
To think in the national terms is
to court defeat and further disaster.
The West Indians, the Africans, the
Asians and the Europeans are all
human beings. The aim should be
to unite them in life, not to divide
them, even in death.

The I.C.F.T.U. Reports on

S. African Slave Labour
'T ’HE report from two officials of
■*" the International Confederation
of Free Trade Unions on “appalling
labour conditions in South Africa”
seems to add little to the findings
of a United Nations Commission a
few years ago on slave labour in
South Africa and other countries, in
cluding areas under British juris
diction.
The intention of the I.C.F.T.U.,
which is to submit a report “to the
International Labour Organisation’s
forced Labour committee on the low
cost prison labour being exploited
by some sections of the South
African Community, and on other
instances of harsh treatment of
African workers” may focus world
attention on their plight, but this has
been done before to little effect.
It is a good thing nevertheless that
there has been sufficient interest
aroused by the Secretariat of the
Free Trade Unions to the extent of
sending a mission to South Africa,
but it is difficult to see how changes
can be made unless members of the
I.C.F.T.U. are prepared to take
measures on an international scale
which may help to improve con
ditions for African labourers. As far

Stabbings between Whites
The fact that Cochrane^ .was
coloured may have been an 'adored
temptation. It seems to us unlikely
that it was the prime motive—even
for the attack. After all, stabbings
are the fashion just now. ’ Marwood
was banged last month for killing a
policeman with a knife during an
affray in the street. Terence Cooney,
I a Dagenham boy, was jailed for life
this week for. stabbing Another lad
from Canning Town in a dance-hall
brawl in Barking—6e«7w<? he came
from Canning Towrf. 'A n imagined

LONDON AJVARCHIST
GROUP ANNUAL SUMMER
SCHOOL. AUGUST BANK .
HOLIDAY
We regret that owing to the loss
of club premises we are unable to
hold our Summer School in London
this year.

Reflections on Double-Think and the Law
• • •

But Some are More Innocent than Others

CECTION 44 of the Criminal JusJ tice Act, 1948 (now incorporated
in the Costs in Criminal Cases Act,
1952) provided generally that the
Courts Could order the payment out
of local funds of the accused’s costs
on an acquittal. In 1952 the High
Court judges approved a circular
sent out to the assize, sessions and
magistrates’ courts by the Home
Office to the effect that costs should
be awarded under this provision
“only in exceptional circumstances”,
^ord Goddard, then Lord Chief
Justice, added that while Parliament
had clearly not imposed any limit
on the discretion of the Courts,
“it was never intended, and it would
be quite wrong, that costs should be
awarded as of course to every defendant
who is acquitted. Its use should be
reserved for exceptional cases, and every
case should be considered on its merits.

Mr. R. E. Seaton, Chairman of
London Sessions in replying to criti
It may be possible, however, to cisms of the refusal of himself and
arrange for a week-end “School” a fellow-judge to grant costs to ac
outside London but it might be* cused persons who had recently been
necessary to camp out. So far we acquitted and discharged in those
have only made tentative enquiries courts, referred to Lord Goddard’s
about sleeping, cooking and discus ruling which, he declared, “could not
sion room facilities, but we can in be a clearer direction”.
All that is clear, to our minds, in
vestigate thoroughly if sufficient
this “direction” is that judges and
people are interested.
magistrates are given arbitrary
Please contact the above group powers to as it were “override” the
c/o Freedom Press within a week/
verdicts of juries or. in the case of
ten days if interested, with details of magistrates, their own verdicts by
‘possessions’; how many tents, sleep directing that acquitted persons;
should nevertheless pay their own
ing bags, etc?

costs.* For how can one remove
from such terms as “Exceptional
cases” or that “every case should be
considered on its merits”, the per
sonal prejudices of the judge or
magistrate?
A judge may well disagree with
the verdict of a jury, just as a magis
trate may be obliged to acquit a
defendant (not because he is worried
overmuch by the factual weakness of
the prosecutor’s case, but because
he knows that if he convicts on his
“hunch” of the defendant’s guilt, his
decision may well be reversed by a
higher court—assuming, of course,
that the defendant is in a position to
pay for the services of a practitioner
of the law who can pin-point the
weaknesses of the prosecution’s case
and the magistrate’s conclusions).
But both the judge and magistrate
can have the last word when it comes
to the question of costs, with signifi
cant results so far as the defendant
is concerned. By being refused
costs not only is the defendant, in
many cases, put to serious financial
embarrassment but in the eyes of the
public, doubt is cast on his inno
cence. And this important fact was
♦In his statement, Mr. Seaton pointed out
that “This court has followed the prac
tice of other courts of Quarter Sessions
and Assizes in this country. The ques-’
lion as to the award of costs is governed
by the Costs in Criminal Cases Act, and
the discretion is entirely in the hands of
the judge who tries the case.
(Our
italics).

underlined by Mr. Seaton in his
statement when he declared
“There is a misconception as to the
state of affairs in a criminal trial because
it has been alleged that if they are inno
cent they are entitled to their costs. The
innuendo is that the person acquitted is
obviously an innocent person.”

Though Mr. Seaton was replying
to public and Press criticism he was
obviously not using the term “in
nuendo” in a way which has meaning
for. the public (“an insinuation;
usually spoken or written in dero
gation; as damaging “innuendos”).
Nevertheless even in its legal con
notation its use in the present legal
context is worth noting. Funk and
Wagnell give the legal definition as
In pleading, an explanatory phrase em
ployed to make a previous phrase more
explicit, as in saying “the perjured vil
lain, meaning the plaintiff” in which case
the phrase “meaning the plaintiff” is an
innuendo.

To the layman the cynicism con
tained in this illustration of the
definition surely takes a lot of beat
ing! To the layman the acquitted
man is an innocent man. If he isn’t
then neither is the man who is found
guilty necessarily guilty of the crimes
of which he has been accused.
R U T whereas Mr. Seaton in his
statement makes no suggestion
that a person found guilty either by
|R T C o a tiau e d on p .

as we know no such proposals have
as yet been made.
It is generally our view that wor
kers “on the spot” are best fitted to
organise themselves for revolt, but
even with our second-hand know
ledge of the circumstances under
which many Africans have to work,
it seems obvious that cowed and
deprived men need help from fellow
workers who are relatively fit, well
fed and free.
We are terribly aware of the limi
tations of constitutional protest
against a totalitarian country by
people from outside, and yet few
other means are possible. All that
can be done, therefore, is to use
every means available to harass
dictatorships. This need not stop at
written protests through the United
Nations or other channels but, and
here the International Confedera
tions of Free Trade Unions are really
in a position to act, a general strike
in countries where labour is relative
ly free against the treatment of black
South Africans.

F is obvious from the feeble whim
perings of most white South
Africans who “do not like” what
their government is doing that help
for the Africans cannot be expected
from that quarter. Most of them
enjoy a standard of living which is
sustained by cheap labour compar
able only to a tiny privileged
minority in this country, it is, there
fore unlikely that the majority of
whites, even the ones who claim to
have “sympathy” with the Africans,
are going to “stick out their necks”
too far. The South African govern
ment is well aware of the type of
white people (the majority) they are
dealing with. That, and the apathy
of the blacks, make it possible for
the government to pass the kind of
Bill such as the recent one which
will set in motion the establishment
of separate ‘black states’ with the
illusion of self government.
There are 3,000,000 whites and
9,600,000 blacks in South Africa.
Under the new Bill the latter will be
given 13% of the poorest land. The
partition of the country into black
and white states, even with the osten
sible aim of self government for the
blacks means little change in reality
as the following report shows:
“Except for the territory of Transkei,
the Bantus’ councillors will be appointed
by the government (elected officials, the
Prime Minister blandly explained, are in
terested mainly in getting re-elected).
White officials are empowered to veto
anything the native authorities do, and
each Bantustan treasury will be under
strict government control. The major
immediate effect of the bill, in fact, will
be to remove a voice *from Parliament
that can be a nuisance, but never a threat,
to the government—that of the seven
white Senators and Assemblymen who
are there specifically to represent the
rights of the Bantus.”
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tfipbri^ecution court, an allegation which,
'I rim happy to say. has now been with
drawn.
V Mt

A* AA; C ►

P g ,y $ . 24. ',
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. J u n r r3,,i9S»

But Some are
lore Innocent

If that allegation has been With
drawn and Mr. Seaton now feels
happy, we reiterate it on the basis of
his own words (assuming that when
a. lawyer uses words they are measused, and that we are justified in
drawing conclusions from the
rn ances as quoted above) and hope
jVe can make him feel wnhappy!

O th n ^ i
' \ ^ E are continually reminded that
under English law every man
is deemed to be innocent until he is
proved to be guilty.
In theory then, the role of the
ghat required adittte'thought because prosecution is to seek to establish
B tcountry-^E n^lana tbere are .only the truth. In practise the police and
■Sfcrdicts-Tbtrt a iury-can return. prosecutors are just as concerned to
hot jiguiMy; I n ■Scotland ‘.there secure a conviction as the defence
H ire e cverdictspthe ckbri have men- lawyers are to secure an acquittal.
“ J; and a third! oftfNttt proven.''-in For those involved it is all part of an
leases whfcreran acquittal rakes place
ans in'aSfect "that- the-Cfown have elaborate game, in wMch questions
fcfefied the onUs of prbof arid- the of pride, of promotion and future
Stave quite’'properlyt:acquitted the Briefs play a large part in the con
duct of cases. If the prosecution is
gd’jjerson; only concerned with die truth then
however “properly”: the ju ry no policeman would ever manufac
a v e a cted , jjiw saicqi
ture evidence and no prosecution
tta^ ttrflri-' e©r&5$v ' ! ftp does witness tell a lie. Yet the accused,
rally, f6 rr lhf-atsai{fetf' pttson to
far from feeling confident that jus
ctStS^iPUS’fbr tfop1judge who
ekSSO fd SwSlftShP Wte f&cGPhe has tice will be done, engages as many
; He is the best judge of what has legal experts as he can afford or can
fed. tbjSfthec !Cwit£- tHe'-'jUry and ill-afford, to prove that the prosecu
tion witnesses are lying! The accu
Rbl engaged ftPtbii t& fe 1s jo t
ie' jt>dge'4iasstdv&^eis^-Msf discre- sed, far from being considered inno
‘n'{he°fa£W>siS ttfeyWheJged in the cent until proved guilty, is assumed
by Press and public to be probably
ite->that though .Mry Seaton can- guilty until he can prove that he is
without1pouring;--rScoflsf on the n o t
Everything is loaded against the
:m . ' notEasssme>; that"the “best
F^of- what' has :happened” in a accused: judges and magistrates
fe§ flbt pnIVTiimSe'K
also “the assume that police witnesses tell the
Jknti ;cortiifeeEnen§£^§d in the truth whereas witnesses for the de
^iM ^tpfixists “it is fence have been primed by wily soli-1
^ e .y id g e 'w ^ o ^ e v jh e case to citors: the accused is often held in
jaer.,^i^act4he fi^rbeard”, for custody at the request of the prose
rto-^iOTeroisa.-tttSrntfecretion on cution because he might obstruct
tacts r as; sthey;| emerged in the their job of obtaining the evidence
And by Ms ruling regarding they require against him; he has to
Posts he caa. sb fat"hs the public prepare his defence from Ms cell and
j&tic&rnedy !ViffuaIly reverse the meet Ms solicitor in a room in the
prison, or perhaps not until the case
fit’ the jury.
V & lirth e 5 view taken by the comes up for trial.
'^ h o j^ re , Recently acquitted
The prosecution spares no ex
Cphdo^^feions of committing a pense in building up its case while
R afl obscene and disgusting” act the accused may either have to rely
parked car, for, as their solicitor on the charity of the court or em
^ ^ ^ ■ s ta te m e n t last ploy the services of lawyers (and, as
one of our legal friends once put it,
y h o iip he was not the “you get as much law as you can
Jidget.af
has no personal pay for”). A t the trial the accused
knowledge o f the case] has nevertheless has the right to refuse to go into the
^created riE^ppfcJtffihrty of commenting on witness box to be grilled by the
Hhe failure of another judge to award wigged Inquisition. If he refuses
feosts^ j i ^ ^ e h jfa^gir in terms which then in exercising Ms right he has
Tunp) Jc that JhSy ‘were, not innocent o f the
tfbffenise,ag^dj>\ifi& decency with which added to the suspicion of Ms guilt.
The judge in addressing the jury will
E tf^ y .were' .charged ■'
probably remind them that the law
Mr. Seaton has replied that in his confers on the prisoner the right to
statement b e jlid not refer to their refuse to give evidence and will add
case. “I j ^ ^ n e r e l y laying down “but members of the jury, you may
^ rte M rp n n 6 i{ )l& .
perhaps take the view that an inno
It occurs dprtae, by way o f example, cent man has nothing to hide and
we may have.-a case where a m an is would welcome an opportunity to
charged with receiving stolen property take the stand, etc.” 1
—jTby magistrate maynave been
ggfullv condemned, be’' 'do®
^ p n that acquittal is proof -of
Bence.
.mz x/aQ,

I

5Hd One ot the' ingredients is that the
C r o w t e a te/sa tisfy the jury that the
person haying': {he property knew when
ibe,-got-it that i t was stolen.
“firom titne:. to time persons charged
wjthythis offence are acquitted, and they
may appiy>vfdr costs. It may transpire
that where, rthe jury were not satisfied it
is abundantly clear that the person in
th e doclc wsis^ grossly negligent, and that
is the. acid fest as to whether the person
in the dock, js innocent In that case no
court would award costs. The second
consideration is if the police have be
haved improperly in bringing the prose
cution and in their conduct of the case.
I f that -has happened then a court might
ibe disposed to aw ard costs."

; Where it is “abundantly clear”
that fthcperson in the dock was in
nocent but “grossly negligent”, “no
court would award costd’ but where
the police “have behaved improperly
in banging the prosecution and in
Rheir conduct of the case” then “a
court might be disposed to award
costd- (our italics). Note the em
phatic “No court,jetc.’’ on the one
hand and “a court might, etc;” on
: th e other. M r.Seaton in his state
ment refers to
One organ of the press (which] went
: So far as to suggest that this court was

TTR.UTH, wMch every witness
swears will be the basis of his
evidence to the court is the last thing
one expects in a-court of law where
neither the prosecution nor the de
fence are bent on establishing the
truth but on successfully suppressing,
distorting or exploiting it for their
respective ends. Prosecuting counsel
and Police want a conviction; der
fending counsel want an acquittal;
neither side is particularly interested
in the fate of the man in the dock;
he is merely the justification for this
lucrative battle of wits, umpired by
a member of the legal fraternity.
It is not surprising that in the cir
cumstances some who are guilty are
acquitted and others who are inno
cent are found guilty. But if the
acquittal is not proof of innocence
neither is a verdict of guilty proof of
guilt And we suspect that for these
reasons steps will now be taken by
the Government to direct the courts
to allow “reasonable” costs to defen
dants who have secured acquittal.
After all it’s better to make the rate
payers pay than that the Law should
be made to look silly!
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TRIBUTES TO WILHELM REICH
W I L H E L M R E IC H edited by
Paul R itter. The R itter Press,
Nottingham, XOs.
“ He has rendered to our knowledge
and to our further development ex
tremely important facts and exper
iences, which have helped to improve
psychoanalytic technique and thinking,
contributed to the field of sexology, to
political evaluation and theory, to
anthropological thinking, to psychomatic medicine, and maybe also valu
able hypotheses to ‘basic* research.
He always stimulated the sincere search
for truth. The tragedy of his death
should remind people, belonging cither
to professional or political movements,
that a human being, creative for the
future, -has a right to be well-treated/’

—Nic

W aal.

“Reich always had the tendency to
publish bis new findings somewhat too
early—long before his concepts could
be understood theoretically or,seman
tically. He was always thoroughly
upset and disappointed when people
did not understand or when they mis
understood him. He was frantically
irritated when people were slow in
understanding or when they were
directly sabotaging or vicious. This
may stem from two sources in his
character. He had much of the true
innocence and restless searching mind
of the creator. But it also had to do
with some lack of realism. Whereas
he could understand fearfulness or.
hate in his patients, he forgot this in
his collaborators and fellow men.’’

—Nic

W aal.

HTHE passages above are quoted from
A this ' memorial volume to Wilhelm
Reich and they indicate what many
people have thought about Reich. He

was a man who often aroused antagon him through the Food and Drug Admin.,
ism: that of bis fellow-psychoanalysts that there was a Moscow-directed con
in Austria and Germany, the University spiracy trying to prevent him from carry
of Oslo and the press in Norway, ing on his orgonomic work 5 0 that the
‘orthodox’ science and the Food and U.S. would be deprived of the benefits.
Drug Administration in the USA, but in This was an extraordinary defence
spite of this hatred there were., and still against a charge that he was guilty of •
are, many people with a great respect falsely pretending that the ‘orgone
for the man and his work. Among them energy accumulator’ had therapeutic pro
arc Paul and Jean Ritter who are already perties; it would seem a sure way to
known to readers of F reedom for their confirm a jury’s first opinion that they
advocacy of Reich’s work, mainly were trying a crank and to suggest that
through the medium of their journal he was paranoic as well. However, it is
easy to be wise after the event and it is
Orgonomic Functionalism..
In this volume Mr. Ritter has collected quite possible that Reich had some logi
together articles by A. S. Neill, Nic Waal cal reason for pursuing the particular line
(a psychoanalyst), Myron Sharaf (on of defence that he did.
Reich's trial) and himself and his wife
A. S. Neill contributes some character
(on Reich's work). Of these, the article by
istic remarks on Reich, He says that he
Nic Waal is the most objective and so
probably the most interesting to many has “never seen so relaxed a person. If
I touched his jaw it went up and down
readers. She was taught by Reich during
her training at the Berlin Institute of like a well-oiled box lid."’ His account
shows that in personal relationships
Psychoanalysis and met him again in
Reich could be warm, human and
Norway when he was forced to leave
friendly; it was only when his work was
Germany; she writes of Reich’s contro involved that he became aggressive.
versies with the psychoanalytic movement
Finally there is the essay by Paul and
and concludes with an assessment of his
Jean Ritter on Reich's work: this fe
character.
Myron Sharafs account of Reich's undertaken at a brisk gallop with the
persecution by the Food and Drug Ad main emphasis on ‘orgonomy’. There is
ministration shows with what venom little attempt at an argument that might
Reich was pursued by the officials of the persuade the sceptic, and to the con
U.S. government: but being the man he verted the facts are already known.
was and no doubt feeling harassed by Moreover the writing is often sloppy
friend and foe alike, after an initial ap (T he basic tool of investigation is the
basic sense perception of the investigator,
proach to his trial-judge by letter, he did
not make a straightforward issue of his basic to the five senses’), though to some
defence. Instead, and no doubt to the one who knows little of Reich’s work,
detriment of the success of his case, he but is sympathetic, this resume might be
M.G.VL alleged that the Russians were attacking found ;heipful.

The Objective Society
TH E O BJECTIVE SO C IETY,
by Everett Knight. Routledge
and Kegan Paul, 1959,136/pp.
16$.

that only by knowing the whole of the
facts can one know how to act. Two
types dominate this society: the messiah,
who thinks he has arrived at an Absolute,
and the monk, who restrains himself
from all action in order to keep an
objective mind.

‘COCIETIES' (fictional names for an
elusive fact) are free, open, sane,
organic, civilised, anarchist, and of course
The definition of m an in terms of
(blessed word) authoritarian. But objec
tive is a new term. W hat does Everett purpose is to Knight the last word (since
he, too, must have his Absolute!). I
Knight mean by the objective society?
think this is extremely shaky. Although
Here are his own words :
man created mathematics (2 + 2 = 4 ), there
If scientific law is no longer to be re
is a sense in which 2 + 2 = 4 is true inde
garded as exhaustive and final, but
pendently of hum an volition; and this is
simply as one of many ways in which
matter has been and can be organized., the case also with the truths of entomo
then what is primordial in man is not logy, aerodynamics, and social statistics
intellect, but that 'intention: or ‘orienta (to name a few). Trite, the peculiar dis
cipline of objective science is such as to
tion’ -which intellect helps him to exploit.
circumscribe hum an feedom (the m an
In other words, the distinctive thing who studies machines becomes machine
about man is what he decides to make like), but it is still possible, as existential
of himself or the society to which he ism has shown, to discover within those
belongs. But social forms are not laws the conditions under which freedom
making anything of themselves; they is still operative. have ceased to progress. If philosophi
If Knight's basic formula be rejected,
cal, historical and political thought is to
then objective society stands. But if it
break out of the text-books, says Knight,
it must begin to elaborate a programme, be accepted, his own thesis fails to the
it must stop its tireless waiting for the ground; since there is no reason why we
facts Xo organize themselves into a de should be politically conscious rather
cipherable pattern which, in any case, than stay in the ranks of the apathetic.
The only reason for preferring one is
the ^objective society would be the first
that it may give us greater chance of sur
to find inacceptable.'
vival; but it could at least be argued that
The objective society, then, believes
survival is m ore likely to result from

Whether such a step will lead to
more “justice” is another matter.' “A
Banister” writing in last Friday’s
News Chronicle suggests that one of
two consequences would be likely g p
1. —The police would naturally be un-willing to risk a prosecution where the
penalty of failure would be a heavy sum
against the State. M any criminals would
go unarrested and uncharged because the
evidence collected against them would
not in certainty lead to their conviction.
2. —The prosecutor, to save the State
loss, might attem pt to inflame the jury
against the prisoner.
Police would be under temptation to
lie and concoct foolproof evidence.
A few expensive acquittals would be
black marks' against the professional
careers o f prosecutor and the police.
A nd the judge, who is, after all, a
State servant, would tend to use his
powers of questioning witnesses and
summing up to persuade the jury to con

vict
In all these circumstances the servants
of the State would have a vested interest
in securing a conviction.

What a revealing commentary on
what Kropotkin so rightly described
as “Organised Vengeance called
Justice” !

arriving a t sound beliefs, as from action
for action's sake.
Might it not be better to see in the
current unconcern of philosophers for
the practical world a concrete, namely
negative, reaction to the political situa
tion? A piece of bad luck, perhaps, for
those would-be Platos who are forced to
spend the best years of their lives doing
logical analysis; but not, in the long run,
a deadly symptom. In any case, it is not
true, as our ‘Anglo-Saxon' philosophers
do argue about political issues, both in
writing and on television and radio.
Mr. Knight has gone to live in Ghana,
where (presumably) the gospel of action
and anti-European reaction will have a
good sale. It was Spengler who first
mooted the idea that the ‘immutable’
facts of N ature discovered in different
ages and regions might be just so many
attempts at the ‘realisation’ of man in
different ways. So Knight may gain
kudos in his emergent social order by
saying T h e virtue of me is that I believe
in Marxist organisation’. (He does not,
in fairness, actually say this, but he
comes pretty close). But does that give
him the right to present a biased view of
history? His pronouncements on renais
sance Order, empiricist Fact, etc. are a t
the most unproven, and a very great deal
of this book consists of generalisations
which immediately remind us of the great
weight of evidence on the opposite side.
I A.D.F.
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THE WALLS OF PREJUDICE
than as a response to social situations,
defined by considerations of social status
and tinted by our history as an imperial
power. When custom fails and people
are in doubt as to the correct course of
behaviour, the determined leader can
achieve a great deal for tolerance or in
tolerance. He can create the conviction
, in others that it is wrong to be influeced
by considerations of colour, whereas if he
hesitates and starts sounding o(hers’ opin
ions he will almost inevitably permit the
least liberal-to call the tune."'*

But who then is to call the tune?
“Ultimately it is for the government
to define this kind of position” says
Dr. Little, and even Father Huddles
ton says, “The lead must come from
the top—and that means the Govern
ment”. But it is hard to see what
kind of government action they have
in mind, and what advantage it can
have. To the deeply prejudiced
people interviewed by John Beavan,
who told him that the West London
magistrate was President of the
Negro League of London, a belief
that he found to be “general but un
true,” or the man who told him that
“The rozzers always stick up for the
bosses”, leaving him to guess how
the West Indians could possibly be
identified with the bosses, it is ob
vious that'any action by the govern
ment would simply confirm their
feelings that a gigantic conspiracy
surrounded them. To the people
whose prejudice is conditioned by
what they think their neighbours
think, government action would be
less important than the social climate
of their street.

Face-to-face
The lead must come, if it is to
come at all, not from the top, but
from the bottom: at the face-to-face
personal level. When Basil Kift ran
his discussion in West Bromwich on
the theme White Man and Coloured
Neighbour almost every coloured
participant asked for the opportunity
for personal contact between black
and white, and it was generally
agreed that one of the chief barriers
to understanding was the tendency
to lump people—-whether coloured
or white—into groups based on
stereotypes. (The stereotypes whichl
are applied to the coloured people of
Notting Hill are not really worth dis
cussing because they are the almost
universal ingroup stereotype of the
outgroup. The outgroup is dirty,
wants to make money without
working, is endowed with a special
sexual prowess, and lives only for
pleasure. It used to be said in the
same area of the Irish, who have
now been ‘upgraded’ just as the
Negroes have been ‘upgraded’ in
New York, with the arrival of the
Puerto Ricans. The same stereotype
has been used in this country for the
Jews, the Poles and the Italians; no
doubt it was the opinion held on one
side of those walls in Oxford about
the other. Its nature leads to the
view that we attribute to the out
group our own secret and guilty
wishes.)
One thing that American ex
perience teaches us is that propa
ganda has little or no effect. You
can’t sell tolerance like a soap pow
der. Moral persuasion is out too.
As an American manual puts it ‘The
brotherhood and do-good themes
should be avoided. Most people
abhor being uplifted.” And John
Rosseili observes that
“la some conversations in Notting
Hill one can sense a desperate desire to
be treated as a human being, not as a
unit in a group, fit to be picked, hated,
helped, or reformed."

One of the voluntary workers
drawn to the area by last year’s
revelations said to him “We concen
trated far too much on making the
coloured people welcome. It was
really on the level of “we absolutely
love lepers’.” Certainly in stressing
that the only effective work in curing
inter-group tensions is on the level
of individuals and face-to-face
groups, we have to emphasise that
patronising attempts from outside to
“bring the races together” for social

activities are likely to be as ineffec
tual as propaganda.
“Experience has shown that the most
effective way of changing attitudes and
behaviour is not exhortation from a plat
form. Worse still is a condemning atti
tude which creates an undue feeling of
guilt in the prejudiced person. This will
tend, as likely as not, to intensify his
dislike of the person or group in ques
tion. Rather, it is necessary to involve
the individual in some active process in
which hjs emotive as well as his cognitive
faculties are enlisted. Attitudes are most
easily changed when a group of people
who are fairly closely identified with each
other are influenced together. Each in
dividual supports and reinforces the
other. If long-held prejudices are to be
altered, this will only occur when the
pressure of primary group and public
opinion is in favour of the change.”5

Working together on a common
undertaking is one of the few effec
tive ways of overcoming prejudice.
It was noted in a study of the colour
ed worker in The Times that “In
Britain the coloured man’s afflictions
are domestic and social. So far no
one has molested him at work, what
ever might happen to him on the way
home or later in the evening”. The
relatively good relations on London
Transport are an example of this.
The task is to carry over these good
functional relations into social life.
This is where the project to make an
adventure playground in Notting Hill,
will be useful, and where activities
like a group for carrying out hous
ing repairs or conversions, may have
an effect on the individual over and
above the useful results. When he
does something he becomes some
thing.
A useful technique from America
is the “neighbourhood festival”
which functions “as an ice-breaker,
and accelerates the process of ac
quaintance in a community where
formerly only barriers may have ex
isted”, This is being applied in Not
ting Hill in the July Goodwill Week.
To people who are accustomed to
thinking in terms of large-scale
action, these small-scale techniques

' Continue*
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THE FORGOTTEN REFUGEES!

on the personal level must seem piti
fully inadequate. And they are in
adequate: their only advantage is
that they are known to work. And
there is no evidence that techniques
that do not operate on the personal
face-to-face level are more success
ful. Anyone is free to try out other
techniques, methods of influencing
group decision, bold and exciting
techniques involving psychodramas,
the inducement of catharsis and of
laughter, and the less exciting but
necessary resolution of the individual
to combat prejudice when he en
counters it instead of maintaining a
polite silence.

The Editor,
F reedom .
D ear S ir ,

We want to call the attention of your
readers to the FORGOTTEN REFU
GEES. A terrible silence surrounds
them: there is never a mention of their
continued plight, their right to be in
cluded in immigration proposals as dis
placed persons. People do not know that
they are still alive and, in justice, should
be among the first to be helped. I am
referring to the Spaniards who fought
through three terrible Civil War years
to defend their Republic against Franco
and the fascists, who fled to France and
lived through five years of concentration
camps, deportation, Nazi labour battal
ions, and have survived since then on
the barest minimum income (often as
little as $10 a month).
During World Refugee Year which
starts July 1st, we hope that this silence
will be broken. There are some 115,000
Spanish Republicans living in France
and among these there are 4,000 over the
age of 65, 3,000 chronically ill, 3,500
survivors of German concentration
camps and 5,000 disabled in World War
II.
S panish R efugee A id at 80 E ast 11th
Street , N ew Y ork 3, N.Y., was set up
in April 1953, with Pablo Casals and
General Lazaro Cardenas as Honorary
Chairmen, to help these refugees. It has
just completed its sixth year and has col
lected $256,000 in cash and clothing for
these forgotten heroes and heroines of

Experience shows that the atti
tudes of key individuals or “gate
keepers” in a street or neighbour
hood is of great importance, and
much more effective than the good
intentions of outsiders. Fortunately
the district that lies between Pad
dington, Holland Park and Shep
herd’s Bush is an immensely mixed
neighbourhood where, only a street
away from each other you can find
the very rich and the very poor, the
illiterate and the highly educated.
There are enough people with every
conceivable background and ex
perience in the area to make enor
mous changes from within, if only
they would think it worth their
while. Nothing is more striking in
the studies of prejudiced personalities
than the fact that they are lonely,
that they fear the future, that their
social contacts are poor in quality
and few in number, that they are
unable to approach individuals as
individuals. . The unprejudiced, by
discovering their neighbours, can
help to liberate them, and may even
release the springs of energy and
aspiration for social change which
prejudice has imprisoned.

our time. But this was not!
enough to help the thousands [
sick and disabled veterans of thl
fight against fascism. They need
.deserve your attention. Please!
hear from you.

British Weapons for
South Africa
Last week, as a sign of things to come,
South African police were inspecting
their newest equipment—89 British-made
Saracen armoured cars, each armed with
two machine guns, that will be distribu
ted to local outfits all over the Union.
Their primary purpose, declared the
Minister of Justice, will be “to deal with
disturbances.”
. Time, 1/6 / 59.

C.W.
1A. H. Richmond: Colour Prejudice in
Britain (1954).
2J. - Robb: Working-Class Anti-semite
(1954).
-G. W. Allport: The Nature of Prejudice
(1958).
477ie Listener 3/4/58.
^Richmond op. cit.

SLOUGH
Ernie Crosswell would like to meet
Anarchists and Libertarians living in
the Slough area. Please write or c all:
31, Frenchum Gardens, Cippenham,
Slough, Bucks.

M ary M c C w f f

New York, May 15.

*
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Direct Actioi
Committee!
The Editor,
F reedom .
D ear Sir ,

The Direct Action Committee!
Seven Sisters Road, London, N .O
planning two anti-rocket-base sud]
campaigns, and would like to he!
soon as possible from anyone whO
take part in them. Both campaigij
scheduled to start on SaturdaylT
13th, and will continue for aboug
months. Missile sites will be picT
residents in the area canvassed, m e
held, and trade unions contacted!
possible that non-violent action m]
some stage be taken at one of th a |
One campaign will be in Suffolk
will be focussed on the rocket basfl
built at Rattlesden (near Stowm!
and the bomb storage depot undefl
struction at Sutton Heath (near1!
bridge).
The other campaign will belifl
Peterborough-Northampton area. 1 Ifl
be focussed on five secret T hor]
sites going up, or about to go up
North Luffenham (near Stamford),J
rington (near Kettering), LangtoftT
Market Deeping), Great DalbyX
Melton Mowbray), and Polebrooki
Peterborough). Rocket bases (not!
sites, but possibly control centrq
them) are also being built in the artj
W oolfax (beside the Great N orth <
just North of Stamford), and at Fa)l
ham (near Sleaford, Lines.).
As many volunteers as possible wfl
needed to make these campaigns a |
cess. The Committee would als6|
come donations towards the c o se
planning this action.
Yours faithfully,

%

M ichael R andle,!
(Chairrq
A pril C arter ,

(SecrdM
P at A r row sm itb P

(Field Organls4
London, June 3.

Self-Service
T WAS attending a London police court
•f to morally support a friend of mine.
As it happened, his appearance was post
poned, but I had a fairly interesting time.
The usual ebb and flow of the court
is routine stuff and the forensic cut and
thrust and the human interest sob-story
is very rare.
Mornings at Bow Street are a layer of
prostitutes, a wedge of ‘drunk and dis
orderlies’ and a scattering of street
bookies. This must be the usual grist in
the mills of the law which, in these cases,
grinds very quickly, like a conveyor belt.
However, I was not in court until later
on this occasion and what seemed to be
going on was a pre-Whitsun tidy-up.
Cases came up from remand and for bail.
People who didn’t look worth twopence
(in assets) calmly went bail for £200
and the magistrate accepted it. One is
reminded of Shaw’s reply to the stock
“Are you worth £1,000?” “Well . . . I
have that much money” . . .
Amongst the cases which It seemed
were ready to be cleaned up was a seem
ingly simple one of a housewife accused
of stealing fifty cigarettes from a selfservice store.
In case you haven’t been around lately,
self-service stores are the shop proprie
tors’ answer to the shortage of shopassistants. They are a development of
the cafeteria system applied to shopping.
The proprietors claim that they tend to
send up sales since ‘consumer resistance’
is lowered by removal of the barrier of
the counter and the intermediary of the
assistant. Also this increases impulse
buying, limits consumer's choice, and
forces purchase in quantity pre-delermined by the proprietor.
Additionally, this marketing system
tends to increase the amount of thefts
from such stores for, although the cus
tomer is supervised throughout the lour
of the shop, wire baskets are provided
for goods and exit is only possible past
the cash-register, it is impossible to safe
guard against every eventuality, since this
would necessitate employing as many
supervisors as there were previously,
assistants!

This housewife was accused of having
secured a bill for purchases in the morn
ing and when questioned it was alleged
she had produced this to account for the
cigarettes which were discovered in her
bag.
The prosecution’s case was heard first
and things looked very watertight. The
main witness was a female store-detec
tive who, in a birdlike way, seemed very
alert. True, she deviated from the
evidence-giving routine once when she
said that 'the customer “took” her pur
chases instead of saying “selected” them
which seems to be the supermarket’s mot
juste. The counsel for the defence rose
to ask his questions.
“How far away were you from the de
fendant?”—“Just behind her.”
“I|ow could you see her taking the
cigarettes if you were behind her?”—
“I saw one hand go, out to the shelf
arid take the cigarettes and the other

hand putting the package in the hold-all
she had at her side.”
“You said when she got outside you
caught up with her two shops away and
told her you thought she had some goods
she hadn’t paid for. How fast was she
walking?”—“At an ordinary pace.”
“Just now, you said when she was in
the store you were ‘just behind her’, how
could she get as far ahead in that short
time?”—“I waited."
“Why?"— ‘I waited to see if she was
coming back.”
“Coming back?”—“Yes, she might
have made a mistake.”
■ “How long have you been employed
as a store detective?” (She lowered her
voice. All through this cross-questioning
she had been getting more and more em
barrassed)—“Ten days.”
“And what were you before?”—She
mumbled—“A packer.”
The defending counsel sat down.
The prosecuting counsel stood up and
fought a small rearguard action but he
could not recover the lost ground.
The magistrate intervened.
“How many packets of cigarettes were
in stock?"

D eficit!
PROGRESS OF A DEFICIT!
WEEK 23
Deficit on Freedom
£460
Contributions received
£449
DEFICIT
£11
May 29 to June 4

The prosecuting counsel made a sortie
into his papers, and whispered to his
clerk before replying.
“it is not a practice in self-service
stores to take stock frequently.”
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“In this case it has been alleged that
the defendant took fifty cigarettes. Some
body must have put them there, must
have known how many were there, and
how many there were after the defendant
left."
The
prosecuting
counsel
looked
through more papers.
“I am sorry sir," he said humbly. “It
is not possible to take stock in a store
of this type.”
The magistrate spoke to his clerk
and then to the court.
“In that case I shall have to adjourn
the hearing till next week.” The counsel
bowed. The prisoner was escorted from
the dock back into custody, it is pre
sumed.
J.R.
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M E E T I N G S AND!
ANNOUNCEMENTS]
LONDON ANARCHIST
GROUP
Regular Sunday meetings now held at 1
Marquis of G ranby” Public House,
Rathbone Street (corner of Percy Street,
Rathbone Place and Charlotte Street),
7.30 p.m.
JUNE 14.— To be arranged.
JUNE 21.—Jack Robinson on
q
“IS SPORT THE OPIATE OF THE
PEOPLE?”
JUNE 28.—Philip Holgate
Subject to be announced.
CLEVELAND LIBERTARIAN
LEAGUE GROUP
Monthly discussion meetings are held
on the last Friday of each month at
8 o’clock at 3705 West Park Road,
Cleveland (near Lorain-Triskett).
Anyone interested is invited.
THE YOUNGSTOWN
LIBERTARIANS
A Picnic, July 4th,. at 1 p.m. at
Frank Marino’s Farm,
3825 Lauterman Road,
Youngstown, Ohio.
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